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ACTION: Amembassy WARSAW

STATE

REF Embassy's 048

Dec 2 12 14 PM '66

A. You are instructed to propose to the Polish Government supplementary-

agreement relating to PL-480 Agreement B of February 3, 1964 (TIAS 5517) as

follows (Unnecessary words omitted):

I have honor refer to Article 111, paragraph 3(d), of Agricultural

Commodities Agreement between our two Governments signed February 3, 1964

(Agreement B), which provides for sale of unused zloty balances for dollars in

the years 1965 through 1968, and propose following supplementary agreement:

1. From zlotys accruing to US Government under aforementioned agreement

and currently deposited in National Bank of Poland, GPPR will set aside equiv-

alent of $9.5 pillion (228 million zlotys) in new special account. Zlotys in

this new account shall be made available for expenditure by US Government at

rate of up to $950,000 equivalent per annum beginning January 1, 1967, for a

program of English language teaching in Poland. Up to $200,000 equivalent out

of this $950,000 maximum shall be made available each year for conversion into

dollars or such other currency as US Government shall specify. If zloty

equivalent $950,000 is not expended in any calendar year, US Government retains

the option either to require National Bank Poland to purchase unexpended
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balance for dollars under Article IV 3(d) on January 2 of year following or, if it

should not choose to require such purchase, it shall retain right to expend remaining

balance for English language teaching in Poland. Any balance to be so expended shall

not be deducted from the annual $950,000 equivalent annual limit of expenditures from

the new special account.

2. GPPR will set aside equivalent of $5,250,000 (126,000,000 Polish zlotys)

in second special account in National Bank Poland. GPPR will provide facilities to
; S' ' ,'

convert zlotys this account into US dollars or such other foreign currencies as may

be specified by US Government. Equivalent of $750,000 per annum shall be converted

under this paragraph for seven years beginning January 1, 1967 to finance programs

under the U.S. Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 with Poland and/

or other countries as U.S. Government shall determine.

3. GPPR will set aside equivalent of $5 million (120 million zlotys) in

third special account in National Bank of Poland. GPPR agrees that this sum shall

be available at the rate of up to $1 million equivalent per annum to defray U.S.

Government expenses in Poland. From this $1 million equivalent available annually,

GPPR will permit up to $200,000 equivalent to be used for the purchase of goods and

services in Poland by agencies of the US Government for use outside Poland. If such

goods and services cannot be made available by GPPR upon request, any amounts so

unutilized shall be purchased for dollars by National Bank Poland at the option of

the US Government and dollars shall be paid to United States Treasury January 2 of

the year next following.



4. GPPR will provide upon request of Government of United States of America

facilities for conversion into other non-dollar currencies (equivalent of U.S.

$600,000) for purposes of Section 104 (a) of Agricultural Trade Development and

Assistance Act. This amount is additional to amounts provided for in paragraph (3)

of exchange notes February 3, 1964.

5. Those aforementioned zlotys accruing under agreement not otherwise pro-

vided for shall be purchased by National Bank Poland from the U.S. Treasury for

dollars on January 2, 1967.

Have honor propose this note and your reply shall constitute an agreement

between our two Governments which shall enter into force on date your reply.

END NOTE

B. The proposal to convert $2 million equivalent for travel to or through

Poland by U.S. government officials is not listed above since it is hoped that this

matter can be agreed upon at an earlier date as authorized in State 43716. If not

so agreed, it should be included in present agreement.

C. Embassy is instructed simultaneously to propose to Polish Government an

exchange of notes as follows:

"I have the honor to refer to the Agricultural Commodities Agreements between

the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Polish

People Republic signed on June 7, 1957, as amended; (List dates all PL-480 agree-

ments with "as amended" after amended agreements).

"I wish to confirm the understanding reached between our two Governments

that the following provision shall be added to each of the agreements in the



section dealing with agreed uses of zlotys accruing under these agreements?

"Zlotys accruing to U.S, Government under this agreement shall also be

available for loans to United States business firms for business development and

trade expansion under Section 104 (e) of the Agricultural Trade Development and

Assistance Act and for sale to US citizens and non-profit organizations under

Section 104 (s) and (t) of that Act, or comparable provisions of that Act as amended.

D. The Embassy shall obtain assurances from Poles that level of Polish

purchases in United States in years 1967 and 1968 shall be increased by an amount

equal to difference between the sum which would have been repurchased for dollars by

Poland under Agreement B of February 3, 1964, had proposal in Section A above not

been adopted and total of purchases of zlotys for dollars and other conversions into

convertible currency by Polish Government which are envisaged in Section A above.

The figures indicated are $l2 million in 1967 and $6.4 million in 1968. The base

figure from which these increases are to be calculated shall be the average of Polish

commercial purchases from U.S. in 1965 and 1966 to be determined as soon as final

statistics for 1966 become available.

E. As a part of negotiation in Sections A, B, and C, Polish Government shall,

with reference to settlement of its outstanding bonded indebtedness to U.S. holders

of defaulted Polish bonds made on July 16, 1960, (TIAS 4545) as part of the claims

agreement between Poland and the United States, specify a firm date prior to which

negotiations with representatives of Polish bondholders in United States shall have

been initiated.



F. It is intention of U.S, Government to begin paying annuitants resident in

Poland in surplus slotys as it is entitled to do under section 104 (f) of PL-480.

Payments will continue in dollars only to U.S, citizens who demand such payment and to

those Polish annuitants who can demonstrate a specific need for dollars to meet commit-

ments In the United States. To avoid hardship, it is contemplated that zloty

disbursements to annuitants will be calculated at rate of 72 zlotys to the U.S. dollar.

Ve seek the cooperation of the Polish Government in establishing a system whereby

Treasury checks written in zlotys will be honored by Polish banking systems. It is

contemplated that this change will be instituted at an early date in 1967 but it need

not be discussed simultaneously with package outlined above. The Embassy may, at its

discretion, wish to inform the Poles now of our intention.

G. Embassy may use its discretion in manner of presenting proposals. Notes

paragraphs A and C could be handed to Poles as suggested draft exchange of notes in

form Aide Memoirs following verbal presentation.

H. In presenting proposals, Embassy should make clear that we reserve right

to modify or withdraw them at any time during the discussions. FYI we intend to

keep subject of Polish aid to North Viet Nam under continuous review.
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